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By Tony Trigilio

Paperback. Condition: New. 47 pages. Tony Trigilios book-length poem The Complete Dark
Shadows (of My Childhood) is the first book of a multi-volume experiment in autobiography. For
this project, Trigilio is watching all 1, 225 episodes of Dark Shadows, the gothic soap opera that ran
on ABC from 1966-1971. He is composing one sentence for each episode and shaping the sentences
into couplets. Book 1 covers 183 episodes. The Complete Dark Shadows (of My Childhood) is both an
autobiographical diary poem and an ode to lost television artifacts. As David Trinidad, author of
Peyton Place: A Haiku Soap Opera, writes of the book, Trigilio manages to create a riveting two-fold
narrativepersonal and TV-screen ekphrasticout of piecemeal sentences (one per episode) that
honor the most unlikely of poetic subjects: a cheaply produced, blooper-ridden, gothic-horror soap
opera. Barnabas Collins, kitsch vampire but source of poet Tony Trigilios childhood nightmares,
rises from his casket in the first sentence of this intrepid fever chart of a poem. Trigilio manages to
create a riveting two-fold narrativepersonal and TV-screen ekphrasticout of piecemeal sentences
(one per episode) that honor the most unlikely of poetic subjects: a cheaply produced, blooper-
ridden, gothic-horror soap opera. This is just the first...
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Thorough information! Its this sort of good read. It is actually writter in straightforward words rather than confusing. I am just delighted to let you know
that this is basically the best book we have read within my personal existence and can be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Dr . Henr i Cr ona  II--  Dr . Henr i Cr ona  II

This sort of pdf is every little thing and made me seeking forward and a lot more. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a worth reading
through. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Chr istopher  K oz ey-- Chr istopher  K oz ey
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